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1) Ambassador Hank Cooper May 31, 2016—Nukes Help Keep the Peace!: 
  
Because of U.S. strategic alliances and our commitment to our allies, including 
with our nuclear weapons, we have led in keeping the peace — and blocking 
proliferation that might otherwise have been promoted by growing threats. For 
example, both of our World War II enemies now rely on the U.S. nuclear 
deterrent rather than in seeking their own. 
  
Regrettably, this condition is not so stable among other states — particularly in 
the Middle East where the terrible Nuclear Deal with Iran fostered by President 
Obama’s interest in making a deal, any deal, with Iran actually has increased the 
likelihood of nuclear proliferation in that already most unstable region of the 
world. It certainly has not stopped Iran from getting nuclear weapons — and that 
fact and their lack of faith in U.S. leadership brings pressures on others in the 
region to seek their own nuclear weapons and the means to deliver them. 
  
2) All Critical Infrastructure Sectors are at Risk from EMP: 

The GAO report noted that researchers have found that electromagnetic risks 

caused by a man-made electromagnetic pulse (EMP) or a naturally occurring 

solar weather event could have a significant impact on the nation's electric grid 

as well as other infrastructure sectors that depend on electricity, such as 

communications. 

The impact of these events could lead to power outages over broad geographic 

areas for extended durations. 

A nuclear EMP, a burst of electromagnetic radiation resulting from the detonation 

of a nuclear device in the atmosphere, possibly by terrorists, can disrupt or 

destroy electronic equipment. Non-nuclear EMP weapons can also be designed 

to intentionally disrupt electronics, but these generally have short range and are 

not a threat to multiple assets. 

Meanwhile, naturally occurring solar weather events of sufficient intensity can 

also cause electromagnetic impacts that can adversely affect components of the 

commercial electric grid, as well as other infrastructure such as satellites and 

undersea cables. 

3) Radio interview with Dr. Peter Pry discussing his recent Mackenzie 
Institute article ‘The New Dark Ages 2’: 

http://highfrontier.org/may-31-2016-nukes-help-keep-the-peace/
https://pjmedia.com/news-and-politics/2016/05/23/all-critical-infrastructure-sectors-are-at-risk-from-emp/
http://www.mediafire.com/download/n4r6jekwg64qo1m/CCRS_6-1-16_Peter_Pry_II.mp3
http://www.mediafire.com/download/n4r6jekwg64qo1m/CCRS_6-1-16_Peter_Pry_II.mp3


  
In the radio link Peter masterfully lays out the case we are on course for a new 
dark age both physically and culturally if we do not harden our electric grid, 
reconstitute our military and update our aged nuclear deterrent assets. In 
addition he reminds us we must get back to the kind of federalism advocated by 
our founding fathers while respecting once again the Judeo-Christian values 
which enabled us to become the freest and most prosperous nation the world 
has ever known.   
  
http://www.mediafire.com/download/n4r6jekwg64qo1m/CCRS_6-1-
16_Peter_Pry_II.mp3 
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